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The last 15 years have'brqught tremendous.progress in developirigocur-

ricula and comprehensive service programs for young, handicapped children.
f

However, the technology for efficient and effective intervention with all

handicapped children is not yet complete. One aspect of programming which

has not been explored fully is the design of classroom and treatment set-

tirgs most conducive, to learning and care of such children. Federal, state,

---7'a-nd local health requirements provide minimal.guidance by regulating the

size of classrooms, sanitation conditions, and number of-staff. Such regu-

lations offer no directions for creating environments that are supportive

of handicapped children and their teachers. Environmental arrangement has

a rich "folklore" Cif common sense suggestions shared formally 4in textbooks)

and informally through generationspf teachers. Many of these suggestions

are excellent; few are based on data.

' There is no single bed.), of experimental literature which-reports the

impact of setting on handicapped children's behavior. There are a number of

'descriptive ecologic0 studies .which assess' informally (without specific re=

!.

- .search design) the effect of setting on normal children's play and learning

Gump, 1969)... A few behavioral ecology studies have examined the

effect of specific non-social environmental conditions on children's be-

havior (e.g., Quilitch & Risley, 1973). In addition, the behavior analysis

literature (cf. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 1968-1981) contains

many experimental evaluations of the impact of social contingencies oh the

behavior of normal and handicapped children. Only a small number of studies

have included handicapped children under the age of five. In the absence

of a cohesive body of literature about environmental arrangement for handi-

\s capped children, ideas must be gleaned from existing studies which address

a large range of behaviors with subjects of different ages and ability levels.

0
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What constitutes an environment? The classroom' includes both physi-
/-

.. .

cal and social components. Broadly defined, the class of physical variables '

includes the following: he actual,classroan space; the arrangement of

activity areas within that space; the furniture and fixtures:, play and wor,k

materials (not discussed here as.specific curriculum materials); the program

and sequence Of its actiVitie4% the number of staff; the number and type of

childr4n (handicapped and nonhandicapped); and the groups of staff and chil-

dren. Social variables are the behaviors of the.adults and children in, the

setting.

e Pa

This paper is,primarily concerned with the physical components of the

classroom, although; in reality, it is impossible to separate itle.effects

of physical and social components. People behave in a physical setting

and their behavior is part of the setting. A classroom is a dynamic system---.

changes in the setting will effect behavior changes in both children and

staff. Although it may not matter to the practitioner how positive changes

occurred--only that they do occur--it is useful in experithental studies to

examine these two levels of change'senrately- 'In some instances, the use
AR

of social variables (such as teacher attention) may help to establish con-

tact with the settilig conditions or to build new Skills. For these reasons

a somewhat broad view of environmental,variables is offered.' This viewpoint

does not lessen the importanceof arranging the physical environment, it
,o

simply suggests that physical and social components of asetting Interact'
0

and should be considered jointly.

What should environments for young-handicapped children do? Ideally,,'

classroom environments should support the 4pehaViors arld skills that are

appropriate for the group of,childrenin Vie setting. Tin that

basic assumption in mind, this paper presents specific classes of behavior



that are important in successful interventions with handicapped preschoolers:
0

(a) social interaction, (b) language and communication, (c) learning during

instructional activities, (d) disruptive behavior, and (e) independence and

maintenance in other settings. Two additional topics are considered: en-

vironmental support for teachers and staff, and meeting the needs of chil-

3,
?

e

dren with specific physical.handicaps.

Social Interaction

Preschool environments should promote social interaction with peers,

and offer opportunities to learn new social,, skills. The classrbom tan be

structured in several ways to facilitate social development: by provid-

ing peers as playalates anthas models of desired behavior; by including

materials which encourage social interaction; and by arranging staff and

activities to foster child-child contact. Some of tIlese conditions are

typical in mainstreamed classrooms. However, in light of the importance

of social development, the means for achieving these conditions merits

, further discussion.

\s .

Handicapped andnonhandicapped children: Playing and learning together.

In order for hAdicapped children to benefit from the presence of nor-

mal peers they musthave indirect (observing th6m engage in appropriate be-

4
Or'direct (verbal and nonverbal social interchanges) contact with

them. When handiCapped childr011ay with their nonhandicapped cla)smates,

increased parallel ,and cooperative play by the handicapped children occurs,,,

(Rogers-Warren; Ruggles, leterson, & Cooper, 1981). However, segregation,

r'athei- than integration, occurs, frequently (Peterson &Haralick, 77) and

spontaneous imitation of peer models is rare (Guralnitk, 1978; Sullivan,

1977). Enrolling handicapped and norihandicapped children in the same class-
,

room may be a necessary, but not entirely sufficient condition for increasing
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social interaction skills of either group. Other socially based interven-

tions may be needed to gain the maximum benefits of these arrangements:

pairing children with different skills through teacher prompts and praise;

'prearranging seating placements;,and setting rules that require bringing a

friend for entry.intoiIractive activities. Specific training to imitate

.5+

peers or to initiate.contact with them may also be neededi,

Materials that promote social interaction,

SoMe 'materials are more likely to set the tone for social interaction,

than other. With normal preschoolers and primary grade.children, wagons,

hollow blocks, dramatic play materials, and games which require two players

promote conversation a4-joint .activity (Quilitch & Risley, 1973; Shune,

1963; Van Alstyne, 1934). Handicapped preschoolers show similar piFtterns

orsocial play; they interact more with peers during block play and,manipu-___

lative floor play than during art and table activities,(Peterson & Haralick*,

.

1977).

In 1 activities, handicapped childr(en are/socially isolate (unengaged
oy

in activities) more frequently. Handicapped children.also exhibit less

sophisticated levels of pliy than their normal peers do in the same areas

(Rogers-Warren et al., 1981). The presence of social materials and activities

may have a faVorable effect do handicapped children'but may not promote

social interaction to the same extent as for normal children. For example,

dramatic play activities, which set t occasion for conversational and

imaginative games, may have a smal r impact on children with limited com-

munication skills than on those with good skills.

\) 46w many teachers?

Larger staff:thild ratios (1:4 v. 1:10) are usually suggesteafor

.

programs in which handicapped children are enrolled. .There are few data
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documenting the effects of teacher:child ratio on the social interactions

of handicapped 'preschoolers. However, normal preschoolers interact with

peers less frequently when ratios are larger (1:3.5 vs. 1:7) (O'Connor,

1975). The presence of a greater number of adults tends to increase tran-

sition time from one 'activity to another and decrease child participation

.

in activities, especially with very young children (Stodolosky, 1974).

However, adult presenceNMay play a mediating role with lower fqnction-

ing children. Adylts attract children to activity areas and maintain child

interaction with materials (Hursh, 1973). Whe peer interaction skills'are

very limited (as is the case with institutionalized children) adults repre-

sent the greatest number of opportunities for conversation and social inter-

action (cf. Berkson 4 Landesman-Dwyer, 1977).%'Further investigatiori of the

effects of staff ratios on social interaction is needed.
1.4

,Guidelines for facilitating social, interaction.

l. Integrating normal and handicapped children provides necessary

opportunities for social interaction among the children, but this may not

l?e a sufficient condition to promote appropriate levels of interaction or

Ozkill development for the handicapped children.

2. Play equipmeAt and activities that 'require more than one Child

support parallel and cooperative play.

3. Teacher presence can interfere with pee interaction. However,

effects of teacher presence need to be assessed in such a way that specific

levels of children and staffing patterns,can be adjusted to meet theflass-
,

room's immediate social and academic priorities.

.

4. Highly verbal materials which promote social interaction with nor-

mal children will be less effective for children with limited communication

skills;_the provision of nonverbal alternatives may be neededto

tate initiating peer interactions'and

1-sf

I

a
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anguage Learning
4

There is a large body of language remediation,literature, but there

are relatively few studies of classrooms arranged to promote language learn-

ing. 'Generally, recommendations for facilitating social interaction apply

to language development as well. When children are engaged with materials,

have a routine to followand have someone to talk to, there will be oppor-

tunities to use and to learn language. In addition, Classrooms should sup-
.

port generalization of newly learned communication skills and provide oppor-

tunities to learn additional skills.

The importance of materials and child engagement.

The first step in promoting lariguage display in the preschool

is engaging the child's interet in materials (Hart & Risley, 1975).

If-the child is involved wit. materials and_if this involvement is rein-

forcing, there will be" opportUnitips to.teach new skills and to support

language use. Arranging attractive materials so that some are visible but.

not immediately accessible will increase the initi ions of contact with

the adults or peers who dispense these materials,. Materials similar to
0 ra

'those used in one-to-one training are'useful in promdtng generalization of

newly learned Tabels,.especially with very low functioning children (Warren

& Rogers-Warren, 1980); however, initially teacher queries or prompts may

be needed to elicit'responses to these materials. Navel materials may

elicit questions from children wtih more sophlstidated'skills (Warren, -4

Bakter, Anderson," Marshall, & Bger, 1981).

Routines.

Routines allow the*child to hear appropriate verbalizations repeatedly
a

in a consistent, nonverbal context. As the children's verbal skills in,

crease, they fill in the verbal components of the interaction and antici-
,



' pate the next steps in the'routine (Moerk, 1977). Halle, Marshall, and

Spradlin (1979) demonstrated one Way in which routines can promote spon-
.

.taneous languageNuse.by retarded adolescepts: When students approached the

cafeteria line to pick up their trays of food, the attendant held the tray
4

and did not release it until they said "tray please"; this resimnse had

pre0ously been modeled in the context of this particular routine. In a

secon study, Halle, (1981) demonstrated that teachfrs of'preschool,

cappe children could interrupt established routines (for snacks, leaving

the classroom, entering the bathroom, and so forth) and, by delaying the

next step, successfully prompt children to make verbal requests'fbr tie

next step of the routine.. Thisstrategy for shaping spontaneous requests

depends equally on the structure of the environment (rOutines,' limited

access to some reinforcing events or Materials) and on teacher mediation

(delaying the next, familiar step in the routine as a proMpt for language)

Peers: Someone to talk to.

The imporiarIce of skilled peers in classrooms for handicapped children

is,highlighted in a study by Paul, Rbgers-Warren, and Spradlin.(1.978).

141, Language-delayed preschoolers talk more in groups composed ofione language-

delayed child and two normal peers than in groups with three language delayed

peers. After practice With normal peers, some handicapped children increased

their speaking in the presence o language-4elayed peers.' However language -

delayed children have been observed to talk less to an integrated classroom

than in the normal classrooms and daycare centers in which they were alto

,enrolled (Paul & McQuarter, 1979). The presence of competent peers, does not

guarantee communication, but it does increase the probability of its oc'cur-

re-hce.
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Teachers: Someone else Wtalk to:

The presence of a teacher also increases. talking by language-delayed

children (Warren & Rogers-Warrens 1980); however, high rates of teacher-

talkingtendst limit peer verbal interactions (Rogerv4arren

& Warren, 1980). The number and availability of teachers should be deter?

mined by the communication goals for the children in the classroom. Build-

' ing basic communication skills and frequent verbal initiations requires a

c

hiry responsive environment, best engineered by several attentive

4 teachers. However, limiting the number of teachers or the frequency of

'teacher- initiated child contacts may facilitate peer v bal interactions,

Topics, listeners, a9h opportunities to talk--some recommendations:

1. The presence of attractive materials facilitates communication.

-If children like playing with the materials, they will ask for 'them and the

environment dan belarrangea to prompt such asking.

2. Objects and pictures used in one-to-one training pfomote

. n1ation to the classroom.
t

.

3. Oportunities to talk should be built into the daily routines.

. 4.Conversational. partners, both peers -and teachers, are essential in

a

developing language skiTls.

Arranging Instructional Settingt-

Speo-ial instructional settings are often arranged to prov4 tore in-

dividual teaching and fewer'dis'tractions than might normally occur: Re-

stricted envirdnments, such as cubicles within the classroom, have proven

to have only small positive effedts on Aildren!s learning (cf. Cruickshank,

Bentzen, Ratzeburg, & Tannehauser, 1961; Haring & Phillips, 1967; Shores &

Haubrick, 1969). *Concern for generalization of newly learned skills', pre-

paring students for mainstreamed settings, and limited availability of

-

10
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staff necessitate decreasing the amount of one -to -one iteaching.

Group size.

Several studies have shown that retarded and autistic children learn

as well or better in small group situations where they have opportunities

to observe peers than in one-to-one teacher-pupil situations (cf. Biderdorf

& Pear, 1977; Fwielf, Favell, & McGimsey, 1978; Frankel & Graham, 1976).

No researcn has reported investigation cif learning by handicapped children

in larger groups '(more than 10 children); however, studies by Barker and

Gump (1965)'and by Dawes (1934)x_,suggest that normal children's particjpa-
..

$
,

tion decreases with increasing-group size.

nsiti and arrangement.

Considerable research hasexamined,the effects of density in normal

preschool settings (cf.'Loo, 1972; McGrew, 1970). Disruptions increase:

with crowding but.teachers typically minimize these effects by becoming
A

more directive (Fagot, 1977). No studies of crowding have been done with

handicapped preschoOlers; but'Krantz and Risley (1977) reported that spacing

preschool dhildren.around the teacher during an instructional period in-

creased their attention to the task and to the teacher: Placing childreW

together on a single large rug decreased attending and increased disruptions.

Positive teacher attention for appropriate behavior was sufficient to re-

store high Levels of attending during the crowded conditions.

Scheduling.

It seems that consistent scheduling promotes attention to task. Within

the consistent schedule, a sequence which gradually decreases activfty level

(from very active play to group instruction, for example) may limit .disrup-

tions and increase'child attention (Krantz & Risley, 1977). Changes in

setting (from outside to inside, for example) may also prompt attending during
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\instructional periods (Hawn, Holt, & 41mberg, 1973). Providing' alternative -

e-

Activitiei.-which do-not require:waiting is an'excellent Way to limit disrup-

tions and increase child par:ticipation'(Doke & Risley, 1972;LeLeurin & /

Risley, 1972):- SimultaneouS'scheduling of several activities allows-chil-

dren with different attention spans to havt1e cont'nuous opportunities for

participation and may be an especially useful design for integrated Class:
. , 45.

rooms. -

1-- /---.

Recommen-datfons for instructional settings:
/

-- . '

1. Group instruction may. be as effective as one-to-one teaching if: -'

S.

tha

opportupitie to 'respond, to observe peers, and to receive attention.from

the-teacher are available:

2. A schedule which provides simultaneous activities and 'eliminates

waiting 'increases child participation, 'and limits disruptions.

3: Scheduling moderately, active periods between high activity.perAds

4

and instructional periods facilitates. atteption to task.

4. Spacing children so that they avoid physical contact with each

other during group instruction also increases attention --t0 teacher and

4

materials. -

..Managing Behavior

Handicapped children often Present specific behavior management pro-,

blems. Although there is a well-developed technology for reducing inappro-

priate behavior and, increasing positive skills, careful arrangement-of the

classroom can ease applicailonof behavior management proceddres and, in

some -cases, reduce the need to, apply then: .

0

Avoiding disruptive behavior.

Disruptions occur most frequeritly,when children are waiting for'activ7

ities to'begin, are in transition from one area to another, or are in very
,

V 1'
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close contact with each other (Fowler, 1982). Scheduling simultaneous or

overlapping activities allows children to move to the next activity when

they are ready; thus increasing their participation and reducing disruptiong

(Dok0 & Risley, 1972). Assigning teachers to activities, rather than to

specific children,.promoteg monitoring children's behaviors which, in turn,

can also reduce disruptions (LeLaurin &.Risley, 1972). Avoiding the crowding

of children together in smal areas and scheduling active andquiet times

successively also limit disruptions (Krantz & Risley, 1977): Pairing Children

in activities so they may observe appropriate models of peer behavior and -1k

teacher response to the behavior may reduce problem behavior without direct

intervention (Peck, Cooke, & Appoloni, 1981). Establishing clear boundaries

for activities by arrangement of furniture also helps children learn that

certain behaviors are expected in certain places (Fowler, 1982). Thoughtful

placement of space-consbming activities so that they do not block pathwayg

and access to other areas is'likely to reduce cross-traffic and disruptions

as well (Kritchevsky, Prescott, & Walling, 1977).

Modifying disruptive behavior.

When it is necessary to use a .specific procedure-to limit disruptive

behavior the effects of the procedure can be maximized and its use minimized

througti arrangement of the environment. ,For example, if time -out procedure

are to be-effective, the setting must be attractive and reinforcing to the.
a

child. 'There must be frequent opportunities for positive engagement with

materials, teachers, and peers. Very brief or mildly puniShingiprocedures,

such as sit and watch (Porterfield, Herbert-Jackson0 Risley,1976), will

be highly effective where child engagement with materials is frequent.\;,

Chair-timeout is most effective when the timeout area /is away from pleagant

sights and sounds, and out of the way of passersby. The consistent use of

a particular chair will increase the effectiveness of sit-and-watch or
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time-out procedures in the same way that the use of clearly demarcated

12

areas for various activities will promote appropriate behavior in those.

areas.

Managing environments and behavior:

1. Engaging children with materials and other people limits the pro`-

bability of disruptions and makes procedures to reduce inappropriate be-
.

havior more effective.

.2. Scheduling simultaneous and overlapping activities limits-the time

needed for transition and waiting; it can also effectively reduce disruptivp
4

$' AriP'behavior and increase participation.

3. Spacing children apart from one another during group activities

limits disruptionsand increases attention.

4. Providing lear boundaries for act.iyfties and consistent-procedures

and rules in each area will help children learn appropriate behaviors. Un-

obstructed pathways and easy access to needed materials, reduce disruptive

movement through adjacent areas.
;

Building Independence and Facilitating Transitions

Notably absent Sn the literature is the systematic investigation of

the environmental conditions which promote acquisition of self-control and

independence by handicapped children in classroom settings. Recently,

Fowler and her colleagues have begun to investigate some of thq environ-
,.

mental arrangements that facilitate transition into more typical public

school settings (Fowler, 1982), but the need for research in these areas is

paramount. In lieu of a specific research base, the following suggestions

are based on environmental design guidelines for the handicapped (cf. Cary,

1978), very limited analyses of environments for normal preschool children
4

(cf. Montes & Risley, 1975), and some emergAng data on institutional environ-
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ments for severely handicapped residents (cf. Sandhu & Hendricks-Jansen,

1976; Zukotynski & Ogolosky, 1981)

Building independence.

Many curricula \far young handicapped children buN independence

through the training of self-help and language skills. The classroom en-

vironment can be arranged to provide opportunities for children to determine

their own behavlor and manage somelof their own materials. Many' of the as-

pects of classroom arrangement discosedin previous sections are pertinent

to the building of independence by children. Classrooms should allow the

child accessibility to those'things that are frequently needed: bathrooms,

drinking_ fountains, and play materials. Many handicapped children cannot

manage materials or self-help routines entirely alone, but even small

approximations will help them build independence. For example, when bath-

rooms are immediately adjaCent to the classrooM, equipped witItabilizing

bars and stepstools, as needed, children with moderate physical skills can

complete at least a portion of toileting and handwashing activities with

/ minimal guidance.' Even wheelchair-bound and minimally mobile children can

select materials from open shelves that are placed at a convenient height.

Very simple colorcodings on materials and storage areas will help Very

young or unskilled children find and replace materials.

Research by Montes and Risley 0975) concludes that children spend

more time actually playing with manipulative objects when they are stored

on open shelves than when they are stored in toy boxes which require the

child to sort through the toys to find the desired object. To encourage

engagement, materials should, be at child level and easily accessible. Al-

lowing the child to keep some materials (crayons, notebook) in a locker or

cufibie will prepare the child for the public school system of self-mapaged
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makerials. Opportunities to pour juice, pass out napkins, prepare snack

foods, Choose a pace to sit, or select a musical instrument are good ex-

amples of allowing the child to manage small aspects of the environment.

(A supp6rtiVe enVironment,-in tnis case, it the absence of a prearranged

setting!) A,consistent.daily routine'will'also facilitate independent

.fUnctioning with a minimum of teaching instructions.

c7-1T1preliminary goal in building independence with multiply handicapped

and very low functioning children may be that of establishing their interac-

tion with the environment. The use of mirrors, mobiles, easily activitated

,switches controlling lights, music, and air, and slides of familiar persons

have' been shown to increase environmental interactions by institutionaliZed,

profoundly retarded children and adolescents (Sandhu & Hendricks - Jansen,

1976; Zukotynski & Ogolsky, 1981). Arranging settings so that attractive

.objects are within reach and' touch of thevery limited child, and designing'

and assembling new systems which allow them to control even small aspects

of their surroundings are-among the most basic considerations in arranging

-the environment.

Preparing for transitions.

The differences between preschools and public school kindergartens and

primary classrooms can present difficulties for the handicapped child mak-

ing a transition frOil one setting to another. Many of the supportive

arrangements discussed earlier will not be present in a public school classroom

containing more children AO fewer teachers. Smooth transition into the

new setting may,be facilitated by altering some arrangements in the pre-

school during the laS't months of school to help "graduates" learn the.be-
-

haviors the new setting will require (Fowler, 1982). Typically, Classrooms

for older children will have desks (rather than tables), fewer adults and
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le'ss indiVidualized attention, longer periods for each activity, ancj more

specific rules regarding speaking out in groups and,during work time. Vary-

ing the preschool environment to give children the opportunity to practice

behavior appropriate to a range of settings will help them maintain these

behaviors in the new setting.

Facilitating Desired Staff Behavior

-Classrooms are behavior settings for adults, too. In order for.the

environment to facilitate desired child behavior, it must support desired

staff behavior. Relatively little research has examined staff support

through environmental arrangements in settings for handicapped children.

Work by Risley and his colleagues (cf. Twardosz, Cataldo, & Risley, 19741

Herbert- Jackson, O'Brien, Porterfield, & Risley, 1977) provides most of the

data and the clearest guidelines for arranging environments to suppprt desired

staff behavior.

Open environments, charadterized by low diyiders separating activity

areas, facilitate supervision of young children without interfering. with

their activities (Twardosz, Cataldo, & Risley, 1974). Such arrangements

also promote communications among staff, allowing them to assist each other

a' needed and to anticipate children's needs as they move from area to area.

Assigning teachers to specific zones or activities is a more efficient

plan than assigning teachers to small groups of children (LeLaurin & Risley,

1972). With this approach, teachers are responsible for children only when .

they enter their particular,area. Children are free to move from one area

to the next as they complete activities and little or no waiting is necessary.

Teachers spend more-time teaching andless time directing transitions.

Dividing the classroom into functional areas with all necessary mate-.

rials on hand will save steps and llimit time away from children (Herbert-
.

Jackson et al., 1979). Posting daily schedules and staff responsibilities
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in a prbminent.place is an effective means of informing and monitoring

staff (LeLaurin, 1973). POsting communication and,behavioral goals for

each child as well as cues for behavior-building procedures will increase

appropriate instfuctions.

Evaluating Environmental Arrangements

There are several ways environmental support for desired child and

staff behavior:s can be'evaluated. In any observation system, the critical

child°behaviors to monitor are engagement (use of materials) and inappro-

priate behavior. High levels of appropriate engagement indicate that chil-

dren find the environment reinforcing of that engagement (Hart & Risley,

1975). inappropriate behaviors are a useful' index of child adjustment to

the setting (Carden-Smith.& Fowler, 1981; Walker & Hops, 1976). Staff be-

haviors to be observed should include physical presence, engagement with

children, and other nonteaching activities (e.g., maintenance chores, inter-1

action with other staff).

The,PLA-check system (Planned Activities Check) (Risley & Cataldo,

1974) can be used to monitor children's behavior at specified intervals

(for example, every 6 minutes throughout the day). To implement 'a PE.A-

.

check, appropriate and inappropriate behaviors are established forzgach of.

the daily activity periods. At the specified.timethe number of-children

k who' are present in the activity area and participating appropriately are

counted. Data-can be sU'inmed for each activity period for the entire day

.i.

and a pe entage of appropriate engagements displayed as a measure of en-

vironmenta effectiveness.

A scanning scheme (Rogers-Warren, 1975) yields similar informat'on.

In the scanning procedure, an observer successively looks at each child and

staff member (usually in a predTtermfned order) for 3 seconds, recording one
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person's behavior before observing the next person. Scan codes can be-

simple or elaborate, depending upon the number and type of beha fors to be
YR.

observed. For example, levels of cooperative play or use of v rious types

of materials can be defined and observed. Scan codes can be 'used to monitor

children and staff, selected children, or only staff. The length of the

interval and frequency of scanning are.variable depending on the type and

number of behaviors bring monitored. Scancodes can be used to monitor

activities in several areas concurrently or sequentially.,

Monitoring t40 environment doe's not always require interval observa-

tion, since many environmental variables remain constant during an entire

activity period. Preparing a sketch of'the setting, a list of procedures

in effekt (time-out, rules, etc.), and activities for the observation day,

and noting the context of inappropriate behaviors as they occur is a

straightforward AY to record setting variables. A 5-minute environmental

observation using checklists can precede and follow 'the observations of

child and staff.

Teachers or staff members should take turns collecting child, staff,

and environmental data. The act of stepping outside the system and ob-
.

serving interaction and environmental variables is usually very helpful in

understanding and redesigning sdttings.

Meeting the Special Needs-of Physically Handicapped Children

The physically handicapped child presents special needs that can be

acodated by selectively arranging the classroom. Because there is al-

most no reseirchon environmental design for handicapped preschoolers, the

following checklist is suggested as one means of determining if a specific

setflngreets the needs of a particular child. (Some of the checklist ques-

tions may also be useful in, evaluating settings for children who have no physical
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impairments.):

1. 119w does the setting look at the child's level? Are there interesting

things to see and touch? oWindows, mirrors, acquaria, and toys are attractive

options.

2. Is there room for the wheelchair-bound or awkward but mobile

child to negotiate in and out of spaces; to turn around?

3. Are shelves and tables at a comfortable level for the child's --
s

height? Is there a place (preferably more than One) that can accommodate

the child in each activity area?

4. Are shelves, tables, sinks, and so forth sturdy enough to hold the

weight of a minimally mobile child who may need support.

5. Are prosthetic devices (such as a standing tuff) easily accessible

'in the ak!asWhere children might gain practice standing or sitting without

adult support while engaged in an activity?

6. Ave some of the materials and toys accessible to, the child without

assistance even if he or she is minimally mobile?

7. Is the sound-level and acoustical arrangement of the room satis-

...)

factory for the childvith a heai.ing impairment and/or a hearing aid?

Background noise can be uncomfortable and distracting in'uncarpeted 'rooms.

Some special quiet areas' would probably benefit hearing impaPred children.

8. Does the environment contain sufficient contrasts to attradt the
4

notice of a visually impaired child? Do'Color and sight contrasts corroborate

texture and h ight contrasts? For example, steps, ramps, and other variations

in floor lev s should contrast with, the surrounding floor areas to draw

attention to changes in3height.
M1

o

9. Are the cues (use of color; change Of levels, dividers) which desig-
,

nate differeneareas clear and consistent? For example, a carpeted corner set

'

20,

sa
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aside for independent, quiet play (puzzl s or picture books) might be painted
4

or papered to indicate its separation from the rest of the classroom. Color

and textures can also demarCate learning centers from freeplay areas, and

if used consistently can help a child identify the area and its contents.

10. How much of the enviromfent is designed for self-management or
. .

self-engagement? How frequently does the child use these opOortunities?
o.

Does the child need training to use these opportunities?

11. Does the arrangement of the roorii.allow for quiet places and social

places.to meet the changing moods and needs of the child?

1 Summary

Designing supportive environments begins with determining the desired

child behaviors for a),specific activity setting. Behavioral and envirori-
\

mental data should be collected and usea'asa basis for decision-making and

for determining the effeCts'of new arrangements. No s.lgle arrange4itis

best for every child. The,ideai arrangement is the one whic4officiently

supports behaviors that are appropriate to the children's skills and needs,

Research on specific aspects of environmental planning for young handi-

capped children is extremely sparse and much needed. The impact of various

settings andthe interaction between environmental arrangements and staff

behavior should be analysed to verify benefits of child-oriented,classroom

settings.
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